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Abstract
Prefrontal dysfunction in patients with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD) has been
repeatedly detected on a behavioral level, and various brain-imaging studies have elucidated the
pathophysiology of AD/HD. Recent advances in near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) have enabled
noninvasive investigations of brain function in various mental disorders, especially major depression, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder. The objective of this preliminary study was to use NIRS
to evaluate changes in frontal lobe blood flow in post childhood or adult patients with AD/HD
symptoms. The subjects included five patients with a range of mental disorders and AD/HD symptoms, and a matched (age, sex, and dominant hand) control group of five healthy subjects. We
compared the changes in cerebral blood flow during verbal fluency tasks between the two groups.
The duration of the elevated oxygenated hemoglobin was notably shorter in the AD/HD group
than that in the healthy control group. We suggest that the shorter elevation durations of oxygenated hemoglobin concentrations might be a biological indicator for post childhood or adult AD/HD
or of impaired executive functioning.
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1. Introduction

Barkley considered the essence of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD) to be “an impairment of behavioral control”, that is, executive function impairment [1]. Executive function impairment presents as behaviors, and the affected patients cannot perform functions related to goal setting and planning, plan execution, or
action selection. In other words, the condition is characterized by impaired behavioral control that prevents patients from converting their intent into the corresponding action.
AD/HD symptoms are innate and continue to manifest as behavioral characteristics in some way or another
throughout an individual’s life. AD/HD is a common neuropsychiatric disorder, with accumulating data suggesting that AD/HD is evident in about 2% - 6% of adults [2]. Furthermore, prominent AD/HD symptoms persist into young adulthood in approximately one-half of childhood cases [3], and it is not uncommon for these
tendencies to continue beyond childhood and into adolescence/adulthood as the basis for other mental diseases
such as personality disorders [4] [5]. In post childhood AD/HD, hyperactivity and impulsivity become less prominent, while inattention characteristics become pronounced [6]. In addition to a natural impulsivity, repeated
experiences of injury in early childhood result in a lack of confidence or strong anxiety and compulsive tendencies [7]. Furthermore, a combination of major depression and AD/HD is seen in a certain proportion of cases.
Biederman et al. detailed an 11-year longitudinal case-control study in which the hazard ratios for the prevalence of disorders in girls with AD/HD compared to in healthy girls were 7.2 for antisocial disorders, 6.8 for
mood disorders, 2.1 for anxiety disorders, 3.2 for developmental disorders, 2.7 for substance dependency disorders, and 3.5 for eating disorders [8]. These results demonstrate that for girls with AD/HD, the risk of suffering
from one of the listed disorders by young adulthood is significantly higher than that for healthy girls. Similar
reports have been published regarding boys with AD/HD [9]. This accumulation of various mental diseases in
addition to the innate developmental characteristics makes the diagnosis of AD/HD difficult in adults [10]. For
this reason, pressure is mounting for the establishment of a biological indicator for diagnosing AD/HD.
Methylphenidate, which has been used as a therapeutic drug, selectively targets dopamine and noradrenaline
transporters and supposedly activates dopamine and noradrenaline receptors in order to increase attention levels
[11]. For this reason, AD/HD symptoms are thought to be related to the frontostriatal circuitry [12]. Many studies have utilized tasks that depend on inhibitory reactions (e.g., go/no go task) and compared the brain activation
of patients with AD/HD to that of healthy subjects. Rubia et al. observed decreased activity in the right medial
prefrontal cortex, right inferior frontal cortex, and left caudate nucleus in a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study of patients with AD/HD who were around 15 years of age [13]. Structural MRI studies have
reported a reduction in volume in the subcortical circuits, including the frontal lobes and the caudate nucleus
[14]-[23]. In addition, morphological abnormalities in the cerebellum have also been noted [15] [16] [23]-[28],
with a hypothesized abnormality of the cerebellum-thalamus-frontal lobe system [26] [29]. In addition, the cerebral volume of patients with AD/HD was reported to be approximately 3% - 5% less than that of the control
group. Regional cerebral blood flow studies using single-photon emission computed tomography showed reduced blood flow in the right lateral prefrontal cortex, right middle temporal gyrus, and both sides of the cerebellar cortex in patients with AD/HD [30]. Collectively, these studies support frontostriatal circuitry involvement in AD/HD.
Because of its prevalence and seriousness, diagnosing AD/HD in adulthood is important. However, a clear
biological indicator does not exist. While brain imaging studies using fMRI and positron emission tomography
(PET) have found structural abnormalities and reduced functional activity in AD/HD patients, imaging with
these modalities has the disadvantage of requiring large devices and long imaging times. On the other hand,
near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) enables noninvasive, bedside, and brief measurement of regional cerebral
blood volume; thus, we chose to use NIRS in the present study. This method utilizes the features of near infrared
light in order to measure the oxygenated/deoxygenated hemoglobin (oxyHb/deoxyHb) concentrations inside
tissues. The relevant features of near-infrared light include the ability to penetrate biological tissues with relative
ease and the unique way in which it is absorbed by hemoglobin in the blood. There is a close correlation between neural activity in the cerebral cortex and local hemodynamics, with changes arising in oxyHb/deoxyHbconcentrations in areas demonstrating functional brain activation [31]. Therefore, by capturing the changes in
light absorption in various brain tissues, we can understand the activation state of the brain. The objective of this
preliminary study was to use NIRS to investigate changes in frontal lobe blood flow in patients with post childhood AD/HD symptoms. Additionally, the adequacy of NIRS as a biological indicator for diagnosing adults
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with AD/HD was investigated.

2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
The subjects included five patients with a range of mental diseases and AD/HD symptoms, and a control group
of five healthy individuals matched for age, sex, and dominant hand (Table 1). The subjects consisted of one
male and five female patients, with an age range of 17 to 53 years (mean age ± standard deviation [SD], 33.2 ±
12.7 years). The subjects were selected from patients attending outpatient or inpatient therapy at the Department
of Neuropsychiatry, Fukushima Medical University Hospital. The AD/HD symptoms of the subjects were ascertained using the Adult AD/HD Self-Report Scale-V1.1 (ASRS-V1.1).
The healthy control group was recruited from among the medical staff and students at the same hospital, and
none of the control subjects was suffering from any mental diseases.

2.2. The ASRS-V1.1 Screener
The ASRS is a self-administered screening scale for adult AD/HD that was created at the same time as the revision of the World Health Organization Composite International Diagnostic Interview. The ASRS-V1.1 includes
18 questions that conform to Item A of the diagnostic criteria for AD/HD in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition. The screener includes six of these items (4 inattention items and 2 hyperactivity/impulsivity items). Each question can be answered on a 5-point Likert scale, based on a scale of frequency ranging from “never” to “very often”. Answers are scored as either positive or negative. The threshold is
different for different questions. Answers of “never” and “rarely” are always scored as negative, answers of “often” and “very often” are always scored as positive, and answers of “sometimes” are scored positively in only
three of the six questions. Four or more positive answers are indicative of AD/HD symptoms.
The sensitivity, specificity, and classification accuracy of this screening test are 68.7%, 99.5%, and 97.9%,
respectively [32].
Table 1. Characteristics of the control subjects and patients with AD/HD symptoms.
Patient No.

Age (years)

Sex

Diagnosis

Laterality

Verbal fluency

Medications (mg/day)

1

35

F

BPD

2

53

F

MD

Right

12

FLV 150, TZD 50, VPA 800, FLU 1

Left

11

FLV 100, VPA 600, PPZ 6, ELZ 1

3

17

F

PDD NOS

Right

9

TZD 50, OLZ 10, LZP 1.5, FLU 2

4

39

M

PD

Right

10

PXT 40, TZD 100, APZ 6, ETZ 6, BRZ
0.25, FLU 1

5

24

M

PDD NOS

Right

11

RIS 2, CPZ 100, ZOL 5

Mean ± SD

33.2 ± 12.7

10.6 ± 0.9

Control No.
1

32

F

-

Right

15

-

2

49

F

-

Right

16

-

3

19

F

-

Right

16

-

4

41

F

-

Right

17

-

5

24

M

-

Right

19

-

Mean ± SD

32.6 ± 14.9

16.6 ± 1.1

t-test

NS

NS

AD/HD: Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; SD: Standard deviation; F: Female; M: Male; BPD: Borderline personality disorder; MD: Major depressive disorder; PDD NOS: Pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified; PD: Pain disorder; FLV: Fluvoxamin; TZD: Trazodone;
VPA: Valproic acid; FLU: Flunitrazepam; PPZ: Perphenazine; ELZ: Ethyl loflazepate; OLZ: Olanzapine; LZP: Lorazepam; PXT: Paroxetine; APZ:
Aripiprazole; ETZ: Etizolam; BRZ: Brotizolam; RIS: Risperidone; CPZ: Chlorpromazine; ZOL: Zolpidem; NS: Not significant (p > 0.10).
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2.3. Activation Tasks

Changes in cerebral blood flow during verbal fluency tasks were compared between the two groups. The verbal
fluency task is a test of cognitive activity that can be executed successfully by most sufferers of mental disease,
and as such, is thought to be an appropriate cognitive load. The subjects were directed to change the first letter
of a word every 20 s while performing a 60-s verbal fluency task, as in Suto et al. [33]. The tasks were set so
that the scores of the patient group would not be too low. Previous studies have thus far been unable to observe a
significant correlation between the performance scores for this task and NIRS signals. Verbal fluency tasks require the following cognitive functions: 1) summoning the words for the answer from long-term memory; 2)
memorizing which words were already given as answers using working memory; 3) suppressing inappropriate
words; and 4) maintaining concentration [34]. Other tests, including fMRI and PET, are also known to show
clear, broad-spectrum frontal lobe activity [35] [36]. The vowel sounds a, e, i, o, and u were repetitively uttered
before and after the task as a baseline task, in order to investigate the pattern of change between the baseline task
and the cognitive task by allowing for the subtraction of brain activity caused by articulation.

2.4. NIRS
An ETG-4000 device made by Hitachi Medical Corporation was used to measure changes in oxyHb and deoxyHb in the frontal region while the participants performed the verbal fluency tasks. The near-infrared light
was in the wavelength range of 650 - 1000 nm, which extends from visible light to infrared light. Since the absorptions of oxyHb and deoxyHb differ according to the near-infrared light wavelength, it is possible to calculate their respective concentrations. Near-infrared light, when applied to the scalp with optical fibers, penetrates
to a depth of 20 - 30 mm, where it disperses and reflects diffusely. The light that bounces back to the scalp is
detected by the optical fiber. The obtained NIRS signals are thought to reflect cerebral blood volume [37], and
measurable changes in hemoglobin concentrations are thought to parallel cerebral blood flow [38].
The advantages of NIRS over other functional brain imaging techniques are as follows: 1) It is noninvasive; 2)
It is minimally restrictive; 3) There are no loud noises, feelings of enclosure, or exposure to radiation or to high
magnetic fields; 4) Measurements can be easily repeated; 5) The equipment is compact and portable; 6) The
temporal resolution is high.
The limitations of NIRS are as follows: 1) The measured changes in concentration are confounded by blood
volume changes; 2) Measurement of deep brain structures is not possible; 3) The spatial resolution is low.

2.5. Statistical Analysis
For each subject, the 60-s task was divided into three 20-s intervals (first, middle, and last 20-s interval), and the
average score for each interval was calculated. A healthy control vs. AD/HD t-test was performed for each interval on the NIRS signals and task performance scores. Finally, an investigation was carried out to determine
the correlation between the cerebral changes during task performance in the AD/HD group and the average
score for an interval.

3. Results
The number of words generated during the verbal fluency task showed no significant differences between the
two groups (mean ± SD; patient group: 10.6 ± 0.9, controls: 16.6 ± 1.1) (Table 1).
We produced grand average waveforms of changes in oxyHb during cognitive activation in the AD/HD (black
line in Figure 1) and control (red line in Figure 1) groups for all measurement locations on the subjects’ heads.
In the control group, oxyHb increases were observed during the task period. Particularly in the frontal channels,
oxyHb rapidly increased immediately after the start of the task period. Subsequently, it was maintained at the
activated level, and decreased gradually after the task was finished. Meanwhile, in the AD/HD group, oxyHb
increases during the task period were smaller than the oxyHb increases in the control group for both the frontal
and temporal channels. Differences between the groups were especially pronounced after the middle of the task
period.
A t-test to measure interval-by-interval differences between the AD/HD and normal control groups showed a
significant difference in the temporal region on both sides, particularly after the middle interval of the task
(Figure 2). In the first interval, we found only two channels in the left lower temporal region (channels 40 and
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Figure 1. Grand-average waveforms of oxyhemoglobin concentration changes during cognitive activation in the
two groups (red line: healthy controls, 5 subjects; black line: attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, 5 subjects).
These average waveforms change during cognitive activation, which is the period between the two vertical
dashed lines.

Figure 2. Topographic presentation of the t- and p-values of the oxyhemoglobin comparisons between the attention-deficit/hyperactivity group and the healthy control group during each of the three sub-intervals within the
task-execution period. A significant difference (p < 0.05) is seen in the left and right temporal areas, especially
during the middle sub-interval (20 - 40 s).

51, p < 0.05) that showed a statistically significant difference. In the middle interval, significant differences
were observed in seven channels (right lower temporal region, channels 32, 33, and 34, p < 0.05; left lower
temporal region, channels 40, 41, and 52, p < 0.05; channel 51, p < 0.01). In the last interval, we found significant differences in four channels on both sides of the lower temporal region (channels 33, 40, 41, and 44, p <
0.05). The same maximum increase in oxyHb concentration was observed in both groups, but compared to the
healthy control group, the activity in the AD/HD group occurred for a shorter duration, and subsequent varia-
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tions were minimal.
Investigations of the correlations between task performance in the AD/HD group and the mean oxyHb concentrations, broken down by interval, showed negative correlations, although only a few channels reached significance (channels 5 and 52, first interval, p < 0.05; channel 15, middle interval, p < 0.05) (Figure 3). In other
words, poorer task performances were associated with a rise in oxyHb concentrations.

4. Discussion
Few studies have been conducted on AD/HD using NIRS. In a verbal fluency study conducted on adults with
primarily mixed-type AD/HD, the task performance scores in patients with AD/HD were equal to those of the
control group (in letter fluency) or higher (in meaning fluency), although the increase in oxyHb in the prefrontal
cortex following the task was less in subjects with AD/HD than in the control group [39]. In a study by the same
group that investigated loaded working memory [40], the increase in oxyHb in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
was less for the AD/HD group than for the control group. Hemodynamically, this suggests a drop in activity in
the prefrontal cortex. However, functionally, it was clear that there was no drop in the subjects’ ability to perform the tasks [40].
The short-term drop in oxyHb concentrations observed in the frontal lobes in this study could correspond to
impairments in behavioral suppression. That is, since oxyHb concentrations in this group cannot be maintained
over long periods while performing tasks, this suggests that the workings of the frontostriatal circuitry might be
impaired, which could result in behavioral suppression impairments. Shecklmann et al. [39] have interpreted the
phenomenon in which the number of words generated is significantly higher for the AD/HD group, despite a
drop in blood flow, as being correlated with the observed AD/HD phenomenon of hyperfocusing. However, the
number of words generated in the AD/HD group in the present study tended to be smaller, although the difference was not significant. This may be attributable to the influence of complications from other diseases. In addition, when the same group had participants perform a working memory task (n-back task), the oxyHb increase in
the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex for the AD/HD group was less than that in the control group [40]. It is interesting that in both cases, while the hemodynamics suggested a drop in activity in the prefrontal area, there was
not necessarily any drop in function. Moreover, in the present study, the same tendencies were observed across a
range of ages and diseases.
Future studies compiling the NIRS profiles of both children and adults with AD/HD are needed to determine
whether the NIRS profiles revealed in this study are consistent from childhood or whether they change after
reaching maturity, and whether they are influenced by secondary disorders and complications. Moreover, while
differences in AD/HD phenotypes were not taken into consideration in this study, a study into the potential dependence of NIRS profiles on the AD/HD phenotype of the patient is necessary.
The greatest limitation of this study was the small number of patients. Moreover, because it was not a syste-

Figure 3. Correlation between cerebral blood flow changes in the attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (AD/HD) group
and the mean scores on the Adult AD/HD Self-Report Scale-V1.1, a self-administered screening scale for adult AD/HD.
There are only a few significant channels, but a negative correlation is seen between task-performance-induced cerebral activation and the mean score. In other words, higher brain activity was associated with lower performances. These findings
are in agreement with Schecklmann et al. [39].
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matic study, other issues were present including patient selection issues caused by a lack of confirmed AD/HD
diagnoses. Moreover, the potential influence of complications, comorbidities, and medication could not be excluded.

5. Conclusion
In summary, the present study evaluated cerebral blood flow in patients of various ages with AD/HD symptoms
and a range of different diagnoses during a verbal fluency task. Similar NIRS profiles were observed in these
patients. The findings of this research are consistent with those of many previous studies using other measurement techniques. The NIRS activity profiles revealed in this study may be specifically related to the severity of
AD/HD symptoms and could be used as a potential biological indicator for diagnosing AD/HD.
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